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Packaging design has always been one of the major aspects of sustainability as it is inevitable for transportation of products. 
After serving its purpose of protection and aiding in the ease of transportation, many packaging are nonetheless meant to be 
disregarded and disposed, which is the least desirable outcome of waste-related behaviors, whereby arranged from the most 
to the least desirable outcome are — Avoid, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Dispose. In our main findings, we have observed an 
issue whereby many of packaging could be avoided especially for the plastic bottles and styrofoam packagings which are 
heavily used in our daily lives nowadays due to convenience and low-cost. They are designed for Cradle-to-Grave by the 
cause of their non-reusability and unsustainable materials. Thus, our design rationale is to propose a solution by redesigning 
the water bottle and lunchbox into a two-in-one multi-functional product. It is named, AQuad, for its purpose and shape 
respectively. We hope that AQuad will optimistically reduce the massive consumption of plastic bottles and styrofoam 
packagings, and introduce a sustainable lifestyle to the future. 


With the concept that adhere to principle of sustainable design — Respect for future (“Seven Generations” Principle), AQuad 
is designed to be highly reusable. This will not only reduce waste, but also maintain or even improve the environment, culture 
and lifestyle of our descendants. Starting with our target users, children, AQuad is an influential companion for children as it 
eases them from carrying around multiple necessities. Together with the straps attached, AQuad serves as a convenient 
fusion of water bottle, lunchbox and bag itself rather than in the separated and unsustainable manner during their lunch 
breaks. In a long run, this will nurture the habits and attitude towards sustainability of our future descendants. With its modern 
design, AQuad is timeless, it is not a planned obsolescence product and will not go outdated. It has a portable size in a 
quadratical shape which is stylish, compact and multi-functional. Moreover, with its appealing brand identity, AQuad’s logo 
and colors are easily identified in the consumer’s mind. Its packaging is also highly reusable for containment purposes. 
Furthermore, AQuad was planned for modular design. With our rationalization and standardization units of our productions, 
consumers are able to mix and match the compartments according to their ideal colors and functions. In future, when we 
introduce a modular unit each time, it will be always be compatible with the initial original design of AQuad, along with new 
range of colors available and functions such as implementing utensils and pills organizer modulars. Therefore, for every design 
notion that we have taken will be planned in accordance to a sustainable future.


Likewise, we believed that continuity is a vital prospect thus using the Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C) approach, we are aspired 
towards zero waste and minimising the usage of materials. C2C also has an official certification which consists of five 
categories. The C2C is a system approach that describes every components of the product should be either up-cycled or be 
able to use as a compost from its biological and technical nutrients, thus creating a loop in the biological and technical cycles 
respectively. Hence, we proposed to use the material Polymerized Lactic Acid (PLA) for AQuad entirely. PLA is highly 
biodegradable as its components derived are entirely from nature-based renewable resources like corn starch and sugarcane. 
It is also non-toxic and is able to be composted within 45 to 90 days without emitting any toxic fumes when incinerated. Being 
widely used as green packaging for dairy, juice and water bottles, PLA is inexpensive yet its quality and durability is not 
compromised when compared to other petroleum-based plastics such as Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET). In addition, it is 
available in both clear or colored in which harmonizes to the facade of AQuad.


Although C2C is our main approach of our design, we had also considered other possible forms of sustainable design 
approaches. The Life-cycle analysis approach, which is too, quite applicable to our product as it describes on the 
environmental impact assessment of products and services that is caused by their existence, which can be used to signify  
the negative effects of plastic bottles and styrofoam packagings; However, although its virtue is to reduce waste, it is meant 
for Cradle-to-Grave. Products that are related for Cradle-to-Grave mainly consists of many materials and parts though they 
are designed for easy disassemble. As AQuad is a singular unit of the same material which does not consists of various 
mechanical parts such as screws and soldering involved, C2C would nevertheless be a much ideal approach for our product. 
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Correspondingly, the transition initiative movement approach also known as social experiment in community design, might be 
applicable as AQuad can outset a sustainable movement in kindergarten and elementary schools of several towns or 
neighbourhoods whereby it being distributed to all the children to nurture their social awareness and sustainable behaviors 
from young as mentioned. Nevertheless, we considered that as a secondary approach as we would first like to focus primarily 
on the product itself with its materials and reusable standardised modular unit systems via the C2C approach before going 
into that prospect. Although children are our prime target users, the transition initiative movement approach is more relatable 
as a sustainable network and maintenance than a transportation product like AQuad. As for the Biomimicry, Service 
substitution and Design fiction approaches, they might be slightly beside the point as AQuad is neither inspired by nature, nor 
a service and planned for existent not visionary, respectively.


Lastly, AQuad strives to actualize an equilibrium of being environmentally sound, economically feasible and socially equitable 
through is material, form and functions that caters to solve the problems of packaging wastes of plastic bottles and styrofoam 
packagings. In order for it to be revolutionize in the sustainable development, it would still requires our significant efforts and 
awareness to initiate a norm to carry AQuad around for the containment of water and food from stores rather than acquiring 
their plastic bottles and styrofoam packagings. Although we understand the tradeoffs such as carrying AQuad might still be a 
hassle despite of its compact form and nonetheless it requires efforts for washing after used, these little gestures can make 
huge impacts and contribute largely to the overall sustainability concept and reduce tremendous amount of wastes and toxic 
produced during the disposal process. We hope that AQuad could transform our perception in water and food packaging 
design and to deliver an effective and sustainable transportation of our refreshments is the hallmark of AQuad. We believed 
that there is no end in pursuing the best sustainable design; It takes combined and ongoing efforts of everyone. Every drop 
makes the ocean.
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